
Best Flip Flops to Keep Your Feet Cool 
 

With warm weather comes the hunt for ways to keep cool. That means it’s time to bring out 

the summer wardrobe, full of those light, airy outfits that stop you feeling clammy and 

sweaty – to a certain extent! You should be doing the same with your shoes, and we think flip 

flops are a fantastic way to stay cool – as are sandals. To help you choose the right ones, 

we’ve picked out some of our favourites. 

 

We could be here all day with such a list, but we’ve focused on two great bands and some of 

the best sellers. That allows us to showcase the best of what they can offer with price ranges 

to suit everyone. 

 

Crocs Crocband Flip Sandals 

 

Crocs are popular. That is a fact known in many countries around the world and there’s good 

reason for it. Their range is vast but to keep cool, the Crocs Crocband Flip Sandals – White 

are crisp, clean, comfortable and very cool. These lightweight flip flops are comfortable and 

durable, perfect for everyday use without aggravating the skin on your soles. They’ve even 

gone a step further with nubs on the footbed to improve circulation! Choose from seven great 

colours. 

 

Crocs Sloane Diamante Flip Sandals 

 

If you thought the Crocband Flip Sandals were great, then let us introduce the Crocs Sloane 

Diamante Flip Sandals – Black. Improved comfort, increased versatility and a much sleeker 

design means that these lightweight flip flops won’t let you down – in any way possible. It’s 

like walking on a cushion all day, every day. 

 

Vionic Islander Sandals 

 

The Vionic Islander Sandals - Red are a great option to keep your feet cool with comfortable 

and stylish flip flops. They are available in 10 colours so there’s something for everyone – 

you might find yourself looking for more than one pair to make sure you are always colour 

coordinated. Shock absorbing technology, improved traction and foot realignment to keep 

them in their natural positions will keep you comfortable and pain free throughout the day. 

 

Vionic Mens Islander 

 

The Vionic Mens Islander - Camo is built for durability – which you may find surprising in a 

flip flop. You can choose from three colours. Like other Vionic products, shock absorption is 

a standard feature to reduce the stress and pain through your joints even after a full day of 

walking and activity. You’ll enjoy improved traction and a footbed that hugs the arches of 

your feet to keep them in a natural position, relaxed and cool. 

 

We have many more flip flops, sandals and light footwear options at Simply Feet. We offer 

great prices, durable products without compromising on style or comfort. Take a look at our 

great ranges now and find the best ways to keep your feet cool, relaxed and healthy. 
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